
   
 

Call for Papers no. 1 
 

The John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin 

Off-Campus Faculty of Law and Social Sciences in Stalowa Wola 

Vincent Kadłubek Theological Institute in Sandomierz 

Holy Cross College, Notre Dame, Indiana, USA 
 

extend an invitation to participate in the 
 

6th International Academic Conference 

THE STYLE AND QUALITY OF LIFE OF MODERN HUMANITY 

with the theme 

Family and Society 
 

which will be held on June 5, 2018 

at the Off-Campus Faculty of Law and Social Sciences in Stalowa Wola, 

Ofiar Katynia St. 6a., 37-450 Stalowa Wola, Poland. 

 

Purpose of the Conference 
The theme of this year’s 6th edition of the International Academic Conference “Style and Quality of Life 

of Modern Humanity” is “Family and Society.” 

The theme was not chosen accidentally. The family is a mainstay of societies. It ranks high in the hierar-

chy of values in many of them. The family is the smallest community in society and is responsible for the 

development and upbringing of the young generation. However, the family is not a fully autonomous struc-

ture; it depends on society. In turn, the condition of the family reflects the changes taking place in society. 

Society, the state and its institutions must safeguard the family’s rights and duties. It seems reasonable to 

state the dependence that exists between the family and society: there is no society without a family, and the 

condition of the family depends on the condition of the society. 

A multidisciplinary view of structure and functioning, as well as the changes and problems of the modern 

family and the prospects that stand before it is the main topic for open discussion by conference participants. 

 

The following conference sections will search for solutions: 

Family definition; Types of families; Family functions and tasks; Family – history, tradition and the present; 

Family and society; Values in the family; Family and religion; Family, marriage and parenthood; A child in 

the family; Family and living conditions; Family health; Family and culture; Family and law; Family, free 

time and work; Politics and the family; Support and assistance for families; Family problems. 

 

Conference Organization: 

The conference application form, with an abstract in Polish or English (250-500 words), should be submitted 

by April 25, 2018 to: jdaszykowska@kul.lublin.pl. The estimated time for paper presentations is 20 minutes 

in the plenary session and 10 minutes in the concurrent sessions. The organizers provide conference materi-

als, but do not provide for publication of conference papers. Participation in the conference is free of charge. 

Participants are responsible for paying for their accommodation and meals. Call for Papers no. 2 will be sent 

to you in March of 2018. 
 

Welcome to participate in the conference! 

The Organizing Committee 

mailto:jdaszykowska@kul.lublin.pl

